1979 jeep cj5 specifications

Production started in by Willys , which was renamed Kaiser Jeep in The DJ-3A was introduced
in for the model year. It was an inexpensive design because it efficiently used Jeep's existing
tooling and technology. It was offered with many different body options including a soft top,
metal top, or a full van body. The marketing focused on it being "perfect for economical
deliveries" and "for carefree business and pleasure transportation. In early , Willys introduced
the Jeep Gala to the export markets and uses desiring the nimble size and open bodywork, but
no need for four wheel-drive. It was finished in pink, green, or blue and trimmed with matching
white striped fabric, as well as with fringe on its top. In fall , a similar model called the Jeep
Surrey was introduced in the US market. The primary target market were resort hotels and
vacation centers. The Surrey came with a standard striped fabric top, as well as a matching
fabric cover for what was advertised as a " Continental tire mount. It was based on the CJ-5 and
used the Hurricane and Dauntless engines. The DJ-5A was introduced in , beginning the
lettering system indicating changes within the series. The main body was a single unit,
resembling the earlier Jeep when equipped with the metal Extreme Cold Weather Enclosure
hard top. The models used by the United States Post Office had right-hand drive without power
steering , and were built in a lighter, less durable design than the standard Jeep. These changes
included the use of C-channel frame rails as opposed to the box rails of the CJ-5 and, while the
hood was the same dimensions as and interchangeable with the CJ, it did not have the
reinforced design of the original. The standard configuration had only a driver's seat and a letter
tray installed. This decreased curb weight, combined with different leaf springs than other
models, allowed carrying more cargo weight behind the driver. The metal side doors were also
designed to slide open and closed, and could be locked open while driving. They were
supported by ball bearings, which ran in a channel just under the rain gutter, and a plastic
retainer ran in a small channel along the body. A worn, damaged or lost retainer would allow the
door to swing outward, fail to engage the rubber stop on the rear bumper, and slide completely
off of the channel and the vehicle. A single, hinged rear door gave access from the floor to the
bottom of the hard top, and was the width of the open area between the wheel wells. There were
no cutouts in the body for the rear wheels, which made tire changes more difficult, as even
when the frame was jacked well off the ground, the axle did not fall enough for the tire to clear
the body. The DJ-5A used standard inch passenger car tires, with no provision for carrying a
spare. While the front bumper was of the standard CJ design though thinner and lighter than the
original , the rear bumper was a unique design, a single stamped part that ran the full width of
the vehicle. At each end was a rubber stopper for the sliding doors. The gallon fuel tank was
under the rear body, just ahead of the bumper. In , a unique five-slot grille without turn signals
that was used only on postal Jeeps was introduced. The model actually has the grille extend
past the front of the hood edge. This allowed more room for the AMC Straight-6 engine and
radiator. Like the DJ-5A, while resembling the CJ series, these were built as a completely
enclosed, rear-wheel drive vehicle, with sliding side doors which could be opened while driving
, and a swinging rear door. Most models only had the driver's seat and a mail tray where the
second seat would normally be located. One improvement over earlier Jeeps was mounting the
rear springs outside of the frame rails, thus providing greater stability for the vehicle with its
top-heavy enclosed cargo area, especially at highway speeds. Most models were also equipped
with a limited slip differential and a heavy-duty steering gearbox. Other improvements include a
vent in the roof and cut-outs around the rear tires. AM General used a variety of powerplants
during production. American Motors experimented with electric vehicles and starting in
mass-produced the DJ-5E, a rear-wheel drive electric delivery van, also known as the Electruck.
Postal Service purchased vehicles for the use in cities with serious air pollution. From
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General. Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon.
Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward
Control. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler
Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact
crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size
crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ.
Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Grand Wagoneer SJ.
Wagoneer SJ. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Vehicle availablity
limited to China. Concept Cars. Log in or Sign up. Registration trouble? Please use the "Contact
Us" link at the bottom right corner of the page and your issue will be resolved. Nov 11, Joined:
Jan 15, Messages: Hey guys, i got in a accident a last week that involved me hitting a curb at
speed which threw off my alignment. I have a appointment for an alignment tomorrow and i
have to provide the specs. I i found the general consensus for the camber is around 1. However
I cant find a definite answer for what the toe in should be? Joined: Aug 24, Messages: Joined:
Dec 17, Messages: 2, Last edited: Nov 11, Nov 13, Joined: Jul 19, Messages: Watch the wear on
your tires, and you can tell if it needs adjusting. I'd have the shop check your rims while there
too Brent74cj5 , Nov 13, Nov 16, Joined: Sep 23, Messages: 11, Looked up the specs. Any
alignment shop should know what these mean. If not, go somewhere else Joined: Jun 29,
Messages: JeepTherapy , Nov 16, Basically if looking from the front of the vehicle you draw a
line vertically through the upper king pin or ball joint down through the lower king pin or ball
joint you get the King pin inclination. The lower pivot point is normally farther out from the
vehicle than the top pivot point. The idea is to cause the spindle to travel in an arc when turning
to raise the vehicle on that side. The weight of the vehicle pushing down on the spindle tries to
keep the wheels straight ahead when driving. This increases stability, directional control, and
steering wheel returnability to the straight ahead position. Add this with camber and you get the
included angle which is used for diagnosis of damaged suspension and steering components.
Don't confuse this with caster which is the angle that causes the wheel to follow the knuckle for
stability. This angle is viewed from the side when you draw a line through the same two points
as above. Hope this is clearer than mud? Nov 17, Very clear now. Guess I have just never heard
it called that. I have heard the Steering Axis Inclination. Thanks for the enlightenment.
JeepTherapy , Nov 17, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share
This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? New Posts. The sporty two-door
full-size Cherokee SJ sweeps the 4x4 of the Year awards. Six models help elevate sales to
all-time highs. Four-wheel-drive vehicles were becoming very popular â€” by , AMC was
producing vehicles a day. The vehicle resembled the CJ, but was different in many ways; it was
completely enclosed, rear wheel drive only, included sliding doors, and included a swinging
rear door. Later offerings were called J inch or J inch. Improvements included front disc brakes,
a new front axle, six-stud wheels and heavier frame cross members. The trim package was
produced from The package consisting mostly of color choices and detailing, the package also
offered an optional, factory-installed CB radio. It was the truck equivalent of the wide-track
Cherokee Chief and included two versions: the step-bed Sportside and the Townside. The
Laredo package replaced the Honcho in A two-wheel drive version DJ-5 was offered through
Spanning thirty years, the CJ-5 had the longest production run of any Jeep vehicle. It featured a
unique industry-first detaching system that made removal of the camper a simple operation.
This unique CJ-5 featured special striping on the hood and seats, chrome front bumper, roll bar,
OHV inline six, black rubber lip extensions on the fenders, and oversize Polyglas white-walled
tires. Also, were finished in Big Bad Orange early in the run not shown. The new Cherokee was
a sporty, two-door version of the Wagoneer and featured bucket seats, a sports steering wheel,
and racy detailing designed to appeal to younger, more adventurous drivers. In , the Cherokee
was offered in two body styles: the Cherokee wide-track with three-inch wider axles and fender
flares, and the Cherokee with normal size axles and no fender flares. A four-door version of the
Cherokee was available by AMC brought back the two-door Wagoneer as the youth-oriented
Cherokee. In January of , the Cherokee Chief was introduced. The Wide-Track option was
available with key upgraded interior and exterior features: exterior stripes, larger wheels,
three-inch-wider axles, larger front and rear wheel cutouts, Dana 44 front and rear axles, and a
nicer interior. The CJ-7 had a slightly longer wheelbase than the CJ-5 in order to allow space for
an automatic transmission. The CJ-7 featured squared-off door openings vs. A quick way to
distinguish the two apart. The 21,mile trip took days to complete and included a remarkable
crossing through the Darien Gap, a stretch of hostile jungle that had only once before been
crossed by the British military in days with the loss of eight men. Smith and his men crossed
the Darian Gap in 30 days and lost no one. For the first time, the CJ-7 offered an optional

molded plastic top and steel doors. Both the The CJ-5 Golden Eagle package was available from
The Wagoneer Limited was the spiritual successor to the Super Wagoneer and was later
renamed the Grand Wagoneer. The Limited was the most luxurious 4x4 ever produced at that
time. Skip to main content. Shopping Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main
navigation. Badge of Honor. Overview s s s s s s s s s. Learn More. Find Your Country. Contact
Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model,
optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers
may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should
you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to Many engine options have been
offered for the CJ-5 over it's long production run. The last three years of production, the GM I4
was the standard engine. For CJ-5s manufactured from through , The vehicle serial number is
stamped on a metal plate located on the firewall, under the hood, on the passenger side.
Description The CJ-5 was produced from through Transmission The T 3 speed was the standard
transmission for the CJ-5 for many years. The T was an optional 4 speed for the CJ-5 until when
the T became the optional 4 speed. In , the T became the 3 speed for the CJ In , the heavy duty 3
speeds and 4 speeds were no longer offered. The CJ-5 never came with an automatic from the
factory. In '72 they switched to the Dana From ''83 they used the Dana The Dana 27 replaced it
and was used until From , the Dana 30 was used in the CJ A Dana 44 with one piece shafts
replaced it after that until After the AMC 20 was used. Production Information Serial Number
Locations For CJ-5s manufactured from through , The vehicle serial number is stamped on a
metal plate located on the firewall, under the hood, on the passenger side. Contributors Thanks
to Kevin Mullin for serial number location information. Leave a Comment: Name: Are you
Human? Not a Spam Bot Comments:???? With a production run that spanned four decades, the
Jeep CJ5 was a one-of-a-kind, instantly recognizable vehicle. It was essentially a slightly
softened and refined version of the original Willys Jeep made famous during World War II.
Simple, utilitarian and tough as nails, it has served countless roles over the years: from military
transport to off-road trail crawler to daily driver and everything in between. Although the rugged
little vehicle had little in common with today's plush people-movers, it played a significant role
in defining our idea of what a sport utility vehicle is all about. The CJ5 was available with one of
two engines: a 2. The smaller engine produced 92 horsepower at 4, rpm and foot-pounds of
torque at 3, rpm. The larger engine put out horsepower at 3, rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 1,
rpm. The CJ5 was offered with either a four- or five-speed manual transmission. Part-time
four-wheel drive came standard on all models. All CJ5 models employed a two-door, soft-top
bodystyle. The Jeep measured The vehicle's base curb weight was 2, pounds. The 2. Switching
to the larger, 4. While these numbers were definitely quite slow -- even back in the early s -keep in mind that speed was not one of the Jeep's priorities. The CJ5 was designed to make it
through harsh, challenging terrain, not necessarily make it through quickly. While it could travel
on the highway, it was more at home traversing washed-out rural dirt roads or crawling along
off-road trails. Despite its fairly low weight and modestly powerful engine lineup, the CJ5 was
still a gas-thirsty vehicle. While official fuel-economy figures don't exist for the Jeep, EPA
ratings for the similar model -- as well as self-reported data from owners -- paint a fairly gloomy
picture. Michael G. Sanchez has been a professional writer for over 10 years. A lifelong car
enthusiast and former senior mechanic, he has written on a wide range of automotive topics. He
holds a bachelor's degree in English literature from Castleton State College. Sanchez started
writing about cars as a part-time copywriter for a local dealership while still in high school. Jeep
Cj5 Specifications by Michael G. Slow but Steady Performance The 2. Fuel Economy Info
Despite its fairly low weight and modestly powerful engine lineup, the CJ5 was still a gas-thirsty
vehicle. Writer Bio Michael G. The Willys Jeep was the world's first mass-produced civilian
four-wheel drive car. Source: Wikipedia. The engine size and specs if any were provided by the
previous owner and are not verified. If you would like to verify block numbers, engine stamps
etc, please do so prior to purchasing. The cost of parts and restoration of these vehicles are
increasing daily. They are not making any more and, therefore, they are becoming more rare by
the day. Buy one complete and ensure your investment for the future. An excellent investment
and something you can enjoy daily. Collectible vintage vehicles have historically appreciated at
a rate greater than that stock market, gold and other arts and collectibles as documented by
many articles and ction result tracking. For financing, Down Payment required by the lending
institution will be due within 72 hours of deposit in addition to deposit. Down Payment is
refundable. Deposits are non-refundable due to i. Inspections should be performed prior to
putting a deposit down on a vehicle. We disclose known defects and imperfections but we are
not you. Purchasing a vehicle is very subjective. Come visit our showroom in Denver, CO, we
would love to meet you in person! We require inspections to be done prior to putting down a
deposit. We use Central Dispatch and they ensure all carriers are licensed, insured and bonded.

We specialize in: 1. Vintage American Cruisers! Muscle cars! European Classics! Due to our
inventory size, we are unable to drive every vehicle for long distances. We also cannot
guarantee that every gge, light, window, horn, option, function, etc. Please check your local
state inspection requirements. We do our best to inspect these vehicles in every detail, and note
any imperfections in the advertisement. For some people, a restoration is simply painting a car
and replacing items as needed, while for others, restoration means an extensive disassembly
and overhl, with each piece getting rebuilt or replaced. As a consumer, it's important to
understand the basics of restoration levels for it can impact classic car values substantially.
Frame off restoration. Body of vehicle is completely taken off the frame and restoration includes
body, frame, floor pans top and bottom , etc. Rotisserie restoration. These restorations are
when the body or body and frame on a unibody vehicle are disassembled and restored utilizing
a rotisserie. These restoration are typically limited to cosmetic items including paint and body,
interior, trim and emblems, etc. There is a universal point grading system rating classic car
conditions ranging from being excellent to 20 being unrestorable. In addition to the levels of
restoration above, it's important to understand the type of restoration as well for it can also
impact value substantially. Type of restorations include: i. Factory or stock restoration. This
type of restoration is geared towards restoring the car or truck to stock specs from the factory
as if it were new. These types of restorations use original or oem original equipment
manufacturer where possible. Factory original restorations tend to bring the highest dollars
from collectors. Custom restoration. These types of restorations are geared towards builder
preference over factory stock. Typically these vehicles will have custom paint work, aftermarket
wheels, suspension upgrades, power plant transplants, etc. Please note that WWVA is not a
restoration shop nor do we restore vehicles to any degree. For questions on what type or level
of restoration of any of our vehicles in inventory please call our vintage sales expert today at
We provide approximately 75 HD images, and an HD video, in every one of our listings. Very few
companies offer this much detail. We spend significant time inspecting and disclosing detailed
items on all of our vehicles; however, at the end of the day, we are not you The information
contained in this ad is solely for convenience. The description is an opinion only and should not
be considered a complete description of any or all flts; it may not be relied upon nor taken as
fact or otherwise a representation or warranty of any sort. Please note, we did NOT build or
restore the vehicle. Unless shown in the photographs, we do NOT have documentation,
receipts, or photographs of the vehicle listed. We do not recommend driving a classic car home.
Many classic cars are not driven often and tend to sit for long periods of time making them
unsuitable for cross-country road trips. We strongly recommend shipping the vehicle. We sell
our vehicles mileage-exempt, meaning we do not know the actual, original miles. The
information listed in the ad is based on the current odometer reading or from rebuild
information provided by the builder, and cannot be used as fact. Most of these vehicles do not
have Carfax or to check history reports; unless the vehicle is or newer, a Carfax or to check
history will not exist. This vehicle is being sold by Worldwide Vintage tos. All of our prices
include, a clear Colorado title and VIN verification to ensure no surprises during the registration
of your vehicle. After selling thousands of classic vehicles, we understand the process and will
ensure that you have a pleasurable experience. We can assist with the transport to your home
port anywhere in the world, Drivetrain Transmission Type:. We would love to meet you in
person and encourage you to come see the vehicles before you buy! Please call a sales expert
to get details on these systems Any vehicle listed in ction format may be sold, and removed
from ction, at any time. Have a classic vehicle to trade or sell? Check our website for
consignment information. View More View More. Mileage Mileage exempt unless otherwise
noted below. Vehicle Specs Basic Year Engine Transmission Type Manual. Body Body Color
Orange. Interior Interior Color Black. Read More Raead More. Recommended Vehicles. Pending
Sale. Contact Details First name. Last name. Outlying Islands U. Thank you! We will be
contacting you soon. Name Name. Phone Phone. Email Email. Thank you for your interest! We'll
get back to you soon! Become a VIP. Email sales worldwidevintageautos. Powered By
SpeedDigital. User Account. Browse Rides. Follow Ride. Ride Info. Tires Mickey Thompson
Tires. Exhaust Hedman Header. Exhaust Flowmaster Exhaust. TopDeadCenter Nov 12, Installing
Ford high shock towers on a narrow-trac cj5 Installing these towers is possibally the easiest
mod that will increase shock travel. It took all of a few hours and cost me a whopping 45 bucks.
The shock mounts on a narrow-trac cj5 are welded on and must be cut off before the new
towers can be installed. Heres the Ford part number you will need to give the parts jockey. If
you come to him and say "I need shock towers for an F," He will laugh at you so write it down
now! Dont forget eye protection and a good pair of gloves! Start by cutting the mount level with
the top of the frame rail. Once your through the welds, it will cut like butter. Next, use an angle
grinder and cut the welds along the side of the remainder of the mount. The welds are pretty

thin and shouldnt take much to remove. After its off, grind it flat but go lightly or you'll thin the
frame. The hard part is getting everything in line for drilling the holes. I recommend attaching
the shock to the axle mount and the top of the new Ford mount and hold it against the frame.
Position it so the shock is centered down your new mount. Make sure you stay away from the
large hole right near your drilling area!! Once its lined up, have a buddy mark the hole location
with a sharpie. Drill the holes and grind any excess metal flat on BOTH sides. Then pop it with
some spraypaint so it wont rust. Your almost done! NOTE: I used weld on shock mounts for the
axle side. They were already positioned on top of the axle tube from my spring over a few years
ago. Im sure you could use your stock mount located on the spring plate but I dont have this
setup so cant say yes or no. Use grade 5 or 8 bolts and bolt it on. You must use a backing plate
or big washers to avoid bending the frame when you tighten it down. Look at all that travel you
now have! To make sure your shocks arent limiting your axle droop, disconnect the shocks at
one end and lift the front at the bumper with a high-lift. Once the wheels are off the ground, see
if you can reconnect the shocks. If you can, your good to go. If not, measure the distance and
order some new front shocks. Load Post 1. Comment 0 Photos 1 Share. The front of the Cj
frame has a hole behind the front bumper. This is the perfect place to bolt a shackle mount. By
cutting a hole in the bumper just big enough for the mount to slide through, you eliminate the
front bumper as an anchor and increase strength. Above is the mount. The left side is the front
and this is where the D-ring will go. The right side bolts to the frame. It is notched on the bottom
to clear the spring hanger bolt. Hold the mount against the bumper and use a sharpie to outline
it. Use a jigsaw or similar cutting tool to cut along the line you drew. Make sure the outside cut
closest to the tire is right next to the frame rail. Use grade 8 bolts and bolt it in. Thats it!
Remember to paint the mount and holes you made to prevent rust. You dont have to do this but
Im going to weld the shackle to the bumper where it exits for looks. Load Post 2. Load Post 3.
Comment 0 Photos 6 Share. Project Re-Resto Living in the south presents some problems
those who live out west dont see I've had some serious issues with rust over the past couple of
years since the initial restoration. If I could do it again which I am I am doing this now and its a
slow dirty process. I am replacing or restoring every bolt and fastener that looks rusty and
stripping the frame down to the bare metal with the body attached. This is not easy but its
possible. The brakes are getting redone with new pads, rotors, and an entirely new brake line
kit. Soon im going to add a front roll bar, a. These pics show the condition of the frame and
hardware. Surface rust has grabbed my poor undercarrage and infected it! Note the clean axle
tube in the right photo. It was stripped to the bare metal, primed and painted. It will not rust
again and looks much better. The AGR steering box is less than 3 years old yet it is covered in
surface rust Heres some pics of the right side front. I spent the better part of a day stripping the
parts and frame of rust and painting the components. Looks much better and will for many
years. Notice the hi-steer dana 44 knuckles on the dana These were a must for a spring over.
Running the steering rods under the leaf springs is foolish and makes them vulnerable. They
will be the first to get taken out when your flattening your neighbors brick mailbox! If your doing
the spring over, invest in these knuckles. Oh yea, by painting the calipers yellow, I have
effectively increased braking performance! The box is back in and looking brand new. Its
amazing what some prep work and paint will do. On the right is a rollbar I made in a 3D program
to get the feel of what I want to build. I need to start building because The Jeep Jamboree is
coming in a month! The front end is almost complete. I bought some shackle mounts and im
going to tie them into the frame, not just bolt them to the bumper. I also cut my front bumper
down. Load Post 4. Rock crawling video! Heres the latest wheeling pics in the Tennessee
mountains!!! I built this 79 jeep cj5 in This is my 1st total restoration and its pretty much a mail
order jeep. I recently added a shackle reversal up front. The front is stock for now except for
warn premium hubs. Its currently rolling on Mickey T 36 My next tire will be the swamper 36x
The best investment was the the warn i and highlift jack. Seriously, save your tire, wheel, and lift
fund and buy a winch. More to come The above pictures are what my jeep looks like now. The
wheel spacers are on and the full cage is in. The Mickey Thompson 36x There is still alot of
tread left, but not like when I bought them. Oh by the way, I picked them up from a friend NEW
for dollars! I doubt I will ever see a deal like that again. Here is the origional tire wheel combo.
This was a few months after restoration. The 33 I really liked them but at the time I was running
a spool in the rear not advisable and wore them down quickly. Note the YJ gas filler mod. Really
easy to do If your starting with a fiberglassbody. You will have to cut your own holes for alot of
parts to fit. I chose to do away with the cj filler and be a little different. The origional 33s on
barts 15x12 steel wheels amc 20 with detroit locker and moser axles. Heres a photoshopped pic
of the origional and the new jeep together. I tried to keep the colors somewhat similar but the
origional yellow was too orange. The new yellow is pale and much more appealing in my
opinion. Load Post 5. Load Post 6. Load Post 7. Load Post 8. Load Post 9. Load Post Load More

Posts. Ride Comments 27 comments. Load More Comments. See All Followers. Jump to Post.
Find parts and accessories , add or update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners
when you add this vehicle to Your Garage. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a problem completing your request.
Please try again later. Skip to main content. Representative CJ5 shown. Jeep Jeep CJ5 Base.
Dealer Suggested Retail. No Info. Private Party Value. Enable Javascript to select another
vehicle. Color: No info available. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This
model has been added to your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the
page and try again. See your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with
other owners View and update vehicle info. Close this window View Garage. Please try your
search again later. Where the spare tire go in the c j 5 I had a custom bumper and tire carrier
built for my CJ5. I'm running 33's at the present time and it was the only option to carry a full
size matching spare By Gabe on May 20, Failed to get answers. Collapse all answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
CJ5's consistently rise through the years and that's a good thing; you will spend a fortune
keeping them The value of CJ5's consistently rise through the years and that's a good thing;
you will spend a fortune keeping them in good shape! That being said, I love working with it.
The next best thing to a motorcycle. By Allen Ainsworth on May 4, Images in this review. One
person found this helpful. The three speed renders the underpowered V8 nearly useless, but my
fender well headers and side pipes made it sound like it could do some damage. My belly had
almost gotten in the way of the steering wheel. Try getting a roadie in the CJ5 and you'll arrive
to your destination a eunuch. All in all, a great ride. I sold mine for another Jeep. Great Jeep.
The one that I'm driving was left out in the weather for 9 years and I was able to fix it up without
to much trouble. It has a 6" lift and big mud tires which makes it great for rock crawling. Its
transition is geared very low which is really helpful except if you want to go over 40mph. I am
the oinginal owner it helps that I can get replaceme
2003 dodge ram 1500 parts diagram
p1682 dodge durango
super beetle motor
nt parts through Amazon. See all reviews. Photos Previous page. Next page. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

